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Due to their fortunate occurrence in formation experiments, the $-particle 

family has become the most extensively studied [ 11 in experimental meson 

spectroscopy, with a richer, more well-defined spectrum than any of the ‘*old*’ 

meson families ( 7r, p; q, a; n’, $I; and K, K*). The charmonium model [ 21, with 
- 

its radial and orbital excitations, now appears quite successful in describing 

both the level structure and decay properties of the new particles [3-51. With 

this stunning confirmation of the spectroscopy of charmed-quark-antiquark (cc) 

bound states, it becomes compelling to find the expected, but missing, radial 

and orbital recurrences of light qi systems [6]. 

There are obvious difficulties in finding recurrences of the light mesons. 

For the most part, one must isolate broad states, with widths ranging from 50 

to several hundred MeV, arising in production experiments. This generally 

requires (almost) complete determination of the identities and momenta of the 

relatively large number of decay products. On the other hand, the hadronic 

decays of narrow members of the $-family can provide a clean mechanism for 

producing and isolating the missing recurrences. With z/ and zjl formed copiously 

in e+e- annihilation, and with their not infrequent decay to qc, xJ, and n;, in all 

cases one has a precise knowledge of the energy-momentum and quantum num- 

bers of the initial state. As we shall argue this permits extensive use of missing 

mass techniques in the search. 

The basic idea is quite simple and is motivated by the observation that 

quasi-two-body processes seem to dominate the hadronic decays of ordinary 

meson resonances: A - B +b where, for the known resonances A, b is often a 

‘1stable11 meson and B may be a resonance and undergo similar (quasi-) two-body 

decay. Examples are B(1235) - on; A(1100) -. PST; Q1 2(1300) - y0, K*(892)7r [‘i’] ; 
, 

A3(1640) - f(1270)n; and ~‘(1600) - ,OC. All such decays are allowed by the 
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empirical Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule [8]. Furthermore, we observe that 

most transitions proceed via an S-wave and that the momenta of the decay pro- 

ducts are limited, typically (for decay into nearly on-mass-shell states) 

p E [Mi - (MB+M.,J2)(Mi - (MB-Ml)2)]1’2/2MA 5 400 MeV. 
- 

These facts are all related: The three-body form factor describing an OZI- 

allowed decay of A, made up of light quarks, limits the momenta of the outgoing 

bound states B and b to p 5 300-500 MeV [9]. Thus, if it is allowed by conser- 

vation laws, an S-wave decay can be expected to dominate over higher partial 

waves. Note that the momentum is minimized when M A -MB+Mb andMB>> Mb. 

We mention in passing that there is wide theoretical support for the domi- 

nance of sequential two-body decays of high mass hadrons. ‘t Hooft [lo] has 

shown that, in a theory of quarks interacting with SU(N) gauge gluons, the leading 

meson graphs in an expansion in l/N are planar, with only quark lines running 

around the edges (and no internal closed quark loops). A planar graph with n 

external meson legs and no internal meson propagators is of order N l-n/2 . Thus, 

a partial width I’(A eB+b) = O(N-l), and it is clear that sequential two-body 

amplitudes into nearly on-mass-shell states will dominate other possible pro- 

cesses by at least relative order N. 

A seemingly much different argument in favor of sequential decays is 

provided by Frautschivs solution of the statistical bootstrap model [ll]. He finds 

that a heavy meson will decay about ‘70% of the time to a light meson (mass 5 1 

GeV, belonging to a low-lying nonet) and another heavy meson, the latter suffering 

a similar decay. 

In view of their generality, it is natural to extend these arguments to the 

OZI-forbidden decays of narrow members of the $-family [12]: Let q denote one 

ofqcl $, x0, x2, 7; or P D31. Th en, a large fraction of the direct hadronic 
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decays of !@ are of the type q - B+b, where B and b are light-quark (qs) bound 

states, and 93 CM B. To the extent that doubly OZI-forbidden decays ($ - C,J + Cp, 

for example) are further suppressed, B = (q,q,) if b = (i1q2). Decay form 

factors will again limit the momentum of B and b. However, without a better 

understanding of the dynamics underlying the OZI rule, it is difficult to estimate 

the momentum cutoff [14]. We shall assume that p 5 0.5-l. 0 GeV. One then 

expects most !P decays to be such that M9 is not much larger than M B Mb’ with + 

transitions in which B and b are in a relative S-wave preferred [15]. If b is a 

light meson, Mb 5 1 GeV, B should be considerably heavier (MB - l-2.5 GeV), 

an excited level of the b family. Finally, given an estimate for the mass of a 

predicted but yet-to-be discovered state B and a knowledge of its quantum num- 

bers IGJPC , one or more initial states $ and known mesons b can be chosen so 

as to optimize conditions for finding B. If the decay products of b are identified, 

a precise determination of the energy-momentum of + permits a search for B 

in the missing mass recoiling against b [16] 0 

We recognize that this procedure, like more conventional ones, suffers 

from background problems. To name three examples: (i) The photon 

in $‘+ y+X arises most often from ?r” decay, so that identification of X with x 

is difficult, except in special cases. (ii) The pion in P -+ +X usually is the 

decay product of some resonance Y, so that the mass distribution of X has a 

large background due to kinematic reflections. (iii) For fixed !& and b, there 

will often be more than one allowed state B near a given mass. Isolating 

quantum numbers of the distinct states B will require detailed analysis of their 

decay products. Notwithstanding these difficulties, we reiterate the advantage 

gained from knowing the quantum numbers and energy-momentum of P. 
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As a concrete example of our proposal, consider a search for the r#~‘, the 
n 

first radial recurrence (2’S1) of +(1019). From the linear potential model [lg , 

one estimates M +, N M9 + 1. 75/(msa4)1’3 = 1.8-L 9 GeV. Discounting the 

possibility of doubly OZI-forbidden decays such as * - $‘+ w or J! -. c$‘+ E 

(which may, in fact, be nonnegligible), there are four processes which lead to 

Q’ through an S-wave: $’ +S*(993) + $’ (p N 1.1 GeV), x2 --L @ + $1 (p N 1.0 GeV), 

x,-#+$~ (p= 900 MeV) and ~/J--S*+$~ (p -600 MeV) [13,18]. 

Since all OZI-allowed decays of c$’ result in KI? + pions (with r$’ -RIP, 

m* probably dominant), the reactions of interest are $, $’ or x0 2 -+mR + 
3 

anything. It is not necessary to identify all four kaons. For example, one can 

plot the KR invariant mass in x0 2 + Kj? + anything. In those events of which 
, 

m(m) = M 
@’ 

the $’ is likely to be found in recoil. Thus, the OZI rule together 

with the momentum cutoff serve to amplify the $’ signal when one selects out 

the decays x0 2 -c 4 + anything and $, $’ -. S* + anything. Note that if M$, % 2MK*, 

$’ decays to I& could be appreciable (- 20%) and show up in m(a). 

A first estimate of the branching ratios for x0 2 --L C$ + $’ and z,6, $I e S* + c$’ 
, 

and, more generally, for Q -B+b can be obtained from a simple model of particle 

decay based on the statistical bootstrap [19]. We assume that, as far as their 

direct hadronic decays are concerned, *Is behave much like “fireballs” or 

lTclusterst’ . In ref. [19], a method is given for computing the partial width lYb of 

a heavy cluster decaying into a rrlightT1 particle b plus any other heavy cluster B, 

integrated over the mass spectrum of B. With MQ the initial cluster mass, the 

integral is dominated by MB near the kinematic boundary M$ - Ml, in accord with 

the above discussion. For our purposes, it is sufficient to treat all narrow states 

P on an equal footing and similarly for all light particles b. We allow b to run 

over all mesons with Mb 5 1 GeV, and obtain the probabilities ,Fb = I’b~bl?b for 
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-Jreb+zBB(MB > 1 GeV) listed in Table 1. Insofar as all q hadronic decays are 

of quasi-two-body type, these probabilities represent an upper limit on the frac- 

tion of those decays yielding a particular final state, b+B. To obtain rough 

lower limits for these fractions, we use the linear potential mass formula [ 171 

to estimate the number of outstanding resonant states contributing, in the aver- 

age sense implied by our statistical model, to the sum over B: This number is 

never more than -6, so that lower limits can also be estimated from the table. 

Thus, in a sample of lo6 zc) decays there will be -3000-6000 c$’ events, and 

about three-quarters that number from a similar $1 sample. 

In closing, we list some of the important dynamical issues which can be 

addressed through a high-statistics study of P-decays: 

1. A delineation of the spectrum and widths of light quark-antiquark bound 

states will test basic predictions of a large variety of hadron models. 

2. The decay modes and partial widths of excited qq levels can provide 

information about the dependence of the momentum cutoff on radial and orbital 

quantum numbers and, hence, on details of the bound state wave functions. 

3. A deeper understanding of the OZI mechanism is sorely needed: To 

what extent are forbidden decays quasi-two-body? How large is the effective 

momentum cutoff? What is the relative strength of doubly OZI-forbidden 

processes? Hopefully, answers to these questions will clarify the origin of the 

OZI rule. 

Discussions with F. J. Gilman have been both enjoyable and profitable. 
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Table 1 

Values of Pb = rb/zbrb, where lYb is the branching ratio for the decay 

* -+b+s(lGeVLMB(Mq-M$; s indicates an integral over the mass 

spectrum of the recoiling heavy hadron. 

b r K q r/’ p w K* @ q-700) s* (993) 6(976) 

9 b .28 .19 .04 .Ol .18 .06 .15 .02 .03 .Ol .03 


